External Posting 12/19/19

Position: LPN
Department: Nursing
Hours: All shifts
Days: PRN
Posting closes: until filled

The Wayne County Care Center is accepting applications for the positions of part time as needed LPNs and RNs for the County’s 50 bed skilled/ intermediate nursing and 25 bed assisted living facility.

PRN nurses will be responsible for providing the direct nursing care to the residents of the Nursing Facility and to provide guidance and assistance to the activities performed by nursing assistants and hospitality aides (this may include supervision of the shift.) Ensure that patient care is handled appropriately, including documentation and procedures, follow care plans, and that communication with other staff members pertaining to residents is provided in order to provide the best experience for the resident. Must participate in facility inspections as needed and perform administrative duties. Please submit applications and refer questions to carecenter@wayneoh.org

Applications may be obtained at the WCCC, 876 S. Geyers Chapel Rd, Wooster or downloaded from the website www.waynecountycarecenter.com

Experience in Long Term Care and PointClickCare is preferred.

Wayne County is an Equal Opportunity Employer.